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Story words 

Grade 4 Vocabulary Worksheet  

Complete the stories by filling in the missing words. 

foundation       structure       territory      cavern     boulder       horizon 

meadow       gravel        ashore      pebble     trespassing        particle  

We were following a    pathway, and I was kicking a small    along 

as we went. The long grasses of the    stretched as far as I could see to the 

    , where the sun was setting.    of dust floated slowly along in 

the air. There were no other people anywhere. 

Some wolves howled. It was the third time I had heard them howl. They were getting closer 

verytime. I was worried that we were     on their     . 

To my left I could hear the waves as they crashed    and splashed against 

a big    . As the path took us closer to the beach, I could see a     

someone had made out of stones. It looked like a   , and the    of 

it looked strong. It looked wolf-proof. The wolves howled again, and I went inside. It was 

cold, dark and safe.  
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Story words 

Grade 4 Vocabulary Worksheet  

Answers: 

foundation       structure       territory      cavern     boulder       horizon 

meadow       gravel        ashore      pebble     trespassing        particle  

We were following a gravel pathway, and I was kicking a small pebble along as we went. The 

long grasses of the meadow stretched as far as I could see to the horizon, where the sun was 

setting. Particles of dust floated slowly along in the air. There were no other people anywhere. 

Some wolves howled. It was the third time I had heard them howl. They were getting closer 

verytime. I was worried that we were trespassing on their territory. 

To my left I could hear the waves as they crashed ashore and splashed against a big 

boulder. As the path took us closer to the beach, I could see a structure someone had 

made out of stones. It looked like a cavern, and the foundation of it looked strong. It 

looked wolf-proof. The wolves howled again, and I went inside. It was cold, dark and safe.  
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